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Core ( Computer Scietrce)

Pre requisite of CS $aduate students, why do we need to study CS, activities of CS

department and plac;en! challenges of University Education, Job Prospects (Software

Engineer, Web designer, Database administrator, Network Engineer, and Multimedia

An;lyst), Future orientation Higher studies, Teaching, Research and Development'

Programming and DS, DB. Networks, wEB technology. Basic building blocks of system

to real time application, lmportance of Programming, role of datasoftware, introduction
structures, Why data

Networks.
bases?? Web technology and scripting languages, Role of computer

Largu&ge (Commuricrtiotr Skilb & Langurge Aptitudc)

Module I: Communication - intoduction - in animals, including human beings'

Human communication: purpose (ideas, feelingg data...)

Communication: oral, wtitten and visual.

Module Il: Oral: way of speech - formal / informal - formal: formal settings (official)-

informal: between/among p€ers.

Written: all forms of writing letters: business, official, minutes, applications, notifications,

oertificates etc,
Visual: pictues, gmphs, charts, signs, hoardings, posters, maps, photogmphs etc'

Audio-visual: sound and visuals.

Module III: Non-verbal Communication: l) Body language (emotions, feelings, eye contact,

gestures, posture etc.) (2) Paralanguag€; pitch, intonation, stress eto.

Reasoring & Logicrl Abiltty

Verbal reasoning, lettsr and symbol series, verbal classification, logical reasoning etc'
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S€ction L RoasoDing atrd Logical Ability

l. Find the next term ofthe series 1,5,11,19,...

b.28
c. 29

d.33

2.

3.

4.

Z34xOx7lx22=
a.555
b.0
c. 310

d. None ofthese

Find the odd one out.

a. Rabbit

b. Cat

c. Elephant

d. Deer

A fruit basket contains morc apples than lemons.

There are more lemons in the basket than there are omnges.

The basket contains more apples than oranges.

Ifthe first two statements are true, the third statement is

a. True

b. False

c. Need not be true

d. None ofthese

5. Choose an answer based on given information:

"When they heard nerrs of the hunicare, Maya and Julian decided to change their

vacation plans. Instead oftraveling to the island beach resort' they booked a room at a

fancy new spa in the mountains. Their plans were a bit more €xpensive, but they'd

heard wonderful things about the spa and they were r€lieved to find availability on

suoh short notice".

a. Maya and Julian take beach vacations every year

b. The spa is overpriced
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c. [t is usually necessary to book at least six months in advance at the spa.

d. Maya and Julian decided to change their vacation plans kcause ofthe hurricane'

6. Which word does NOT belong with the others?

a. Tyrc
b. Steering Whe€l

c. Engine

d. Car

7. Fill the blank in the end ofthe series.

FAG, GAF, HAI, IAH, 

-a. JAK
b. HAL
c. MAN
d. PAQ

Section ll:Communicatiotr Skills & Language Aptitude

is the act ofexpressing ideas, feelings, and transferring data to others.L
a. musrc

b. communication

c. pronunciation

d. transformation

2. Greetings, chats and casual conversations

communication.

a. informal

b. formal

c. official
d. structural

generally considered

3. The branch of linguistics that comprises

is..-....-_.......

the study of the sounds of human speech

a. kinetics

b. appendix

c. cybemetics

d. phonetics

4. ......,..........is the way human body communicates through its physical movements and

changes in demeanour.

a. proxemics

b. sign language

c. body language
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5. The padicular feature of human language to refer to past and future time is called

a. displacement

b. reflexivity
c. creativity

d. duality

sectior III: Core Intermedirte

1. The computing technology in which a problem is broken into pieces and solved

concurrently is called .

a. Functions
b. Thread
c. Parallel Computing
d. Fragmentation

3,

A mathematical model with a collection of operations defined on that model is called

a. Data Structure

b. Abstract Data Type

c. Primitive Data Type

d. Algorithm

Which ofthe following arc themselves a collection of different data types?

a. String

b. Structures

c. Char

d. Union

4. Java Script is an example of.'..... ....,. based scripting Language

a, Programming

b. Application

c. Browser

d. Server

5. Which is the pointer denotes the object calling the member function?

a. Variable Pointer

b. This Pointer

c. Null Pointer

d. Zero Pointer

6. Correct HTtr4L tag for the largest heading is

a. <head>
b. <h6>
c. <heading>

d. <hl>

2.
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In E-R diagam relationship type is represented by

a. Ellipse
b. Dashed Ellipse
c. Rectangle
d. Diamond

Which member can never be accessed by inherited classes?

a. Private Member Function

b. Public Member function

c. Protected Member Function

d- All can be accessed

9. keyvord is used in SELECT query to eliminate duplicate values in a

column.
A. T'NIQUE
b. DISTNICT
c. NOTNULL
d. PRIMARY

10. Patent protects
a. Discovery
b. [nvention
c. New invention
d. Both (a) and (b)

Section IV: B.sics of Introductory

l.Which value is assigned/set at front and rear ends during the Initialization ofa Queue?

a.0
b. I
c.-l
d. infinity

2.The RDBMS terminology for a row is
a. Tuple
b. Relation
c. Attribute
d. Degree

3.Frames from one LAN can be transmitted to another LAN via the device

a. Router
b. Bridge
c. Repeater
d. Modem
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4.What does enor 404 or 'Not Found' error while accessing a URL mean?

a.

b.
c.
d.

d.

b.
c.
d.

The server could not find the requested URL
Requested HTML file is not available
The path to the interpreter ofthe script is not valid
The requested HTML file does not have sufficient p€missions

x->0
Does not exist
0
I

O .:- (slnxz) =
a. srn-x
o, cosx
c. {osx2
d. 2xcosx2

T.Dimensional formula for stress is

a. ML2T2
b. MLT'2
c. N,tL-r1-2
d. LT-r

S.Example ofrigid body is

a. Concrete
b. Rubber
c. Sponge
d. None ofthe Above
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sL.NO. ADMISSION
NO:

NAME OF THE
STUDENT

Scor€(60)

Category of Leaners
Advanced

learners

Average

leatners

Slow

Learners

I 79803 Sethulakshmi K.B 55

2 79802 Nataly Sebastian 32

3 79't41 Risma P.M 42

4 19',7 43 Karthika K
Balachandran

40

5 79142 Rosmin M 48

6 79750 Anjukrishna A.R 44

7 '79 763 Apama Chandu l8
8 '79761 Bhana Murali 30

9 '79',t39 Merin T.T 40

l0 79749 Sneha V.V 42

ll 79',7 40 Aleena David

12 '797 51 Anaqha Mariya 34

13 '79757 Elen Mariya v s 48

t4 79152 Sreeram M
t5 79',756 Jissel Jolly 42

16 '79767 Akshay v Menon 50

17 79746 Adarsh p 46

r8 79',7 48 Devadas K.H 44

19 79144 Adithya Shankar 42

20 79747 Joel Joseph 42

21 Asish Subas A 36

22 Amal C Babu 32

23 Amal John 44

24 Joseph Antony Pinto 40

25 79160 Vishal P.s 46

26 Albert Antony 34

27 '79755 Albin Thomas V 44
'79758 Nihal Murali 46

79145 JeriD Worin

30 79759 Vishnu K.K 38

ll 79762 Adithya P.M 32

32 19753 Ajith kishna C

33 Vinoth Krishnan

34 Ajay John
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